With access to the right information when they need it, first responders can make smarter, faster and safer decisions. Citizens feel more secure. Communities thrive.

Premier MDC makes it possible. This highly scalable mobile data solution, for U.S. and International markets, is designed specifically to meet the needs of low-bandwidth networks. It enables timely, efficient and secure access to federal, state and local databases, giving officers first-hand knowledge of mission critical information. Responders can get key details on people, places and property to help speed decision making and response; everyone stays safer with integrated data communications that are easily shared across local, state and federal jurisdictions.
**SAVE TIME, IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY BY ALLOWING RESPONDERS TO DO MORE IN THE FIELD**

Saving time means saving lives. A purpose-built application for the mobile environment, Premier MDC is designed to reduce complexity and increase efficiency. With streamlined dispatch features – silent dispatch, status updates and self-dispatch – Premier MDC helps responders to do their jobs effectively.

When deployed with our Premier CAD™ or PremierOne™ CAD solutions responders can also assign themselves to pending calls or back-up other units instantly. Advanced Tactical Mapping Mobile (ATMM), which is sold separately, offers optimal mapping capabilities. It delivers turn-by-turn directions to incidents and provides detailed information about hazardous materials and pre-planned responses for a more coordinated response. In addition, users have immediate role-based visibility to other responding units. This allows a sergeant to see all units on the scene, while limiting a patrol officer’s view to only those units in the same beat or assigned to the same incident.

**KNOW WHAT AND WHO YOU’RE DEALING WITH**

The availability of relevant, real-time information helps public safety responders better prepare and anticipate what comes next. Premier MDC assures quick and secure query access to the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (NLETS), the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and records management systems (RMS) data that can alert them to potentially life-saving information.

In addition, driver’s license information can be captured using select 2D bar code scanners or magstripe readers, allowing license information to appear instantly on a mobile computer. A query is then automatically sent to the State/DMV and federal databases, eliminating the need to wait for dispatch to run the query. And with the flexibility to be deployed with or without CAD, the solution helps reduce radio traffic by providing reliable, secure messaging and query capabilities designed specifically to meet routine and emergency requirements.

**CONVENIENT, REMOTE ADMINISTRATION KEEPS RESPONDERS ON THE STREET AND OPERATIONS RUNNING SMOOTHLY**

Web-based administration and system reports empower Premier MDC administrators and authorized personnel with secure, remote access to the user registry, as well as important operational and statistical data. Access to this sensitive data can be granted on a system, department or role basis. And user registry provisioning updates, such as user, device and password management, can be conducted easily, without business interruption.

PMDC also allows administrators to define downloadable tables for retrieval by mobile clients when they log on, or when new disposition codes, incident types, status codes, or similar parameters become available.
PREMIER MDC: MEETING THE MISSION CRITICAL DATA NEEDS OF AGENCIES, LARGE AND SMALL

Premier MDC is the mobile data application of choice for more than a thousand public safety agencies worldwide.

CJIS Compliance
- Two-factor authentication when integrated with RSA SecurID Appliance and key fob tokens (sold separately)
- FIPS 140-2 encryption
- Extensive password security options
- Audit reports

Advanced Integration with Premier CAD and PremierOne CAD
- Mobile units equipped with in-vehicle query and self-dispatch features
- Incident auto refresh (Premier CAD only)
- Support for premise/hazard information
- Primary and back-up unit status and location display while on active call (Premier CAD only)

Integration with Multi-Vendor CAD Systems
- The Premier MDC API allows interfacing to both Motorola and other third party CAD solutions

Multiple Language Support
- Highly configurable, supporting Western-European languages
PUBLIC SAFETY’S ONLY END-TO-END MISSION CRITICAL PORTFOLIO

Only Motorola offers public safety organizations a complete, end-to-end portfolio of technology solutions that include radio and data infrastructure, dispatch consoles, mobile devices and powerful, integrated applications. This trusted portfolio provides advanced solutions that will position your agency for the future — serving, protecting and empowering your community and your public safety professionals.

To learn more about how Premier MDC can help streamline information access, management and sharing across your operations, contact your Motorola representative or visit motorolasolutions.com/premierMDC.